
From research collected, 
we examine four key 
areas customers 
highlighted when asked 
what they look for with 
regard to 

their bank :

SMS is the most recognisable channel for mobile users considering it was the 

the quickest and most simple way to send text messages to any mobile device.  
Another bonus is that unlike chat apps, SMS does not require internet and has 
managed to maintain a high open rate.

ENHANCING BANKING EXPERIENCE 
THROUGH SMS ALERTS

To help maintain our relevance in the market we asked 400 people what 

banking sector.400

customers.

1. ADDITIONAL ALERTS

like to receive from their bank.

2. SECURITY

How these SMS alerts can provide a secure banking 
experience.

3. CAPITALISING ON YOUR 
    COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

Maximising the use of SMS to engage your customers.

4. MANAGING YOUR DEMOGRAPHICS & 
SEGMENTING YOUR AUDIENCE

SMS is still the most recognised reliable communication channel in the mobile 
industry boasting exceptionally high open rates. It remains a quick and simple way 
to deliver text messages to any mobile device, and unlike other chat apps, it doesn’t 
require internet connectivity.



3. CAPITALISING YOUR 
COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
When comparing banking alerts with other business alerts, customers are most likely to read 
alerts from banks since they represent their financial investment. When respondents were 
asked which alerts they receive we noted that a very large proportion of respondents 
revealed that apart from transactional alerts they also receive marketing/information alerts 
pertaining to new products, system downtime, system upgrades and promotions. 

The fact that respondents revealed that they receive these non-transactional alerts indicates 
that customers open and read their SMS messages from banks. This lends weight to banks, 
ensuring that SMS is a significant part of their communication strategy. 
 

1. ADDITIONAL ALERTS
When we asked customers which additional alerts, if any, they would like to receive from 
banks, the three alerts that people ranked most highly as best practices in banking 
communication were:

1. Transaction location (66%)
2. Bank charge (58%) 
3. Unusual activity (50%)

2. SECURITY
Setting the SMS alerts parameters and allowing customers to have a say in how they want to 
be notified provides a secure customer experience. We found that the list of additional alerts 
was dominated by security related notifications. Customers revealed that they want to know 
where their transaction took place, if there has been unusual activity or large purchases on 
their account. 

FULL STACK SECURITY ALERTS:

66%

LOCATION

58%

BANK CHARGE

50%

UNUSUAL ACTIVITY

NB:  Some security alerts would require a defined, theshold e.g. large purchases and unusual activity, so that when this is 
triggered the customer will receive a text which informs them of the activity or potential security breach.

UNUSUAL ACTIVITY TRANSACTION PASSWORD CHANGE

LARGE PURCHASES ACCOUNT SIGN-IN FROM NEW DEVICE 



4. MANAGING YOUR 
DEMOGRAPHICS & 
SEGMENTING YOUR 
AUDIENCE

Our research combined shows us that to enhance customer experience businesses need to give 
consideration to additional alerts that customers  find useful based on their demographics.  Not 
all customers are the same, so being able to understand and react to their behaviours and what 
they require will help to tailor your communication strategy around their wants and needs to 
ensure a safe and secure customer experience.

KEY TAKEAWAY

Is age just a number?

How can you remain relevant to your customers? Banks will have the ability to segment and target 
a particular audience based on demographics, i.e., gender, age, work sector and so on. We found 
that over 50% of the respondents were millennials (aged 25-40 years). 

The key takeaway here is that banking alerts and products can be tailored towards this group that 
is tech savvy and likes to have information at their fingertips in real time.  This is not to say the 
generation 45+ years should be forgotten, but instead should have their banking alerts and 
products delivered to them in a manner that suits them best. The difference is subtle and can 
come down to wording.

Examples 

      Students - Easily targeted for student loans
      Agricultural industry - messages notifying customers of relevant agricultural loans and services
      Elderly customers- messages notifying customers of pensions 


